Portable Fans

RANGE

Superior air delivery has never looked better with the modern designs of these fans.
A new generation DC fan which consumes around 50% less power. A perfect choice for those who believe in efficiency and reliability. Delivers uniform speed and air delivery even at lower voltages up to 160 volts.

Pedestal Fan

- Low wattage fan (50% power saving)
- Uniform speed even at low voltage (60-230V)
- Low weight to performance ratio, hence easily portable

Features:
- Hi-Speed
- 400 mm (16)
- 95 CMM
- 52 Watts
- 1750 RPM
ViRRatAire’
High Breeze Oscillating Fan

- 18" Oscillating Metal Fan
- Rugged motor
- Heavy metal body
- Premium finish
- Metal blades for stability and durability

Pedestal Fan
(Black)

LUMINOUS

18" Metal Fan
Oscillating Motor

- 450 mm (18"
- 105 CMM
- 105 Watts
- 1400 RPM
Pedestal Fan (Grey)

A powerful, stable and durable fan. Delivers high-air thrust and high-air delivery.

- Rugged motor
- Heavy metal body
- Metal blades for stability and durability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>500 mm (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Flow</td>
<td>130 CMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts</td>
<td>145 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>1350 RPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Superior Hi-Speed Performance to blow your mind.

Wall Fan (Blue-White)

Pedestal Fan (Burgundy-White)

Pedestal Fan (Blue-White)

Pedestal Fan (White)

Wall Fan (White)

LUMINOUS

- Strong Motor
- Hi-Speed (2200 RPM)
- Thermal Overload Protection
- Electric Switch Oscillation
- ABS Blade

- High Air Delivery
- Smooth Motor Oscillation

400 mm (16)
100 CMM
120 Watts
2200 RPM
Fusion of Indian engineering with modern design

- A highly powered motor for air throw and trouble-free oscillation
- Deep contoured plastic blades
- Attractive soft monochromatic colour shades

**Pedestal Fan (White)**
- 300 mm (12) | 60 CMM | 75 Watts | 2100 RPM (Wall)

**Wall Fan (White)**
- 400 mm (16) | 100 CMM | 130 Watts | 2100 RPM (Table, Pedestal & Wall)

**Table Fan (White)**
- 300 mm (12) | 60 CMM | 75 Watts | 2100 RPM (Wall)
Great performance with premium finish

- Blue-White
- Red-White

Strong Motor
Thermal Overload Protection
Hi Air Throw
Aerodynamic PP Blade

● Stable Base
● Easy Tilting Mechanism
● Smooth Oscillation
● 3 Speed Regulator
400 mm (16)
75 CMM
55 Watts
1350 RPM
- Strong Motor
- Thermal Overload Protection
- Aerodynamic PP Blade
- Heavy Base (Pedestal fan)
- Hi Air Throw
- Easy Tilting Mechanism (Wall Fan)

Pedestal Fan (Blue-White)

Wall Fan (Blue-White)

Pedestal Fan (White)

Pedestal Fan (Red-White)

Wall Fan (White)

Great performance with premium finish.

- Strong Motor
- Smooth Oscillation
- 3 Speed Regulator
- 400 mm (16"
- 75 CMH
- 55 Watts
- 1350 RPM
Premium appearance, Superior aerodynamics.

- 400 mm (16"
- 75 CMM
- 55 Watts
- 1350 RPM

- Smooth Oscillation
- 3 Speed Regulator

- Strong Motor
- Aerodynamic PP Blade
- Hi Air Throw
- Easy Tilt Mechanism (Wall Fan)
- Thermal Overload Protection
- Heavy Base (Pedestal Fan)

Pedestal Fan (White)
Wall Fan (White)
Pedestal Fan (White)

Wall Fan (White)

Premium appearance, Superior aerodynamics.

Pedestal Fan (Grey)

Wall Fan (Grey)

- Strong Motor
- Aerodynamic PP Blade
- Hi Air Throw
- Easy tilting Knobs Mechanism (Wall Fan)
- Thermal Overload Protection
- Stainless Steel Pipe (Pedestal Fan)

Specifications:
- Smooth Oscillation
- 400 mm (16"
- 75 CMM
- 55 Watts
- 1350 RPM

Pedestal Fan (White)
Pedestal Fan (Grey)

A family of international range of smoke-grey shaded portable fans. Transparent blades for noiseless high-air delivery performance.

Wall Fan (Grey)

- The best in class in 400mm (16) sweep
- Maximum guard rib density
- Transparent blades for more air and low noise

400 mm (16)
75 CMM
55 Watts
1320 RPM

- Strong Motor
- SAN Blade
- Hi Air Throw
- Easy Tilting Mechanism (Wall Fan)
- Stainless Steel Pipe (Pedestal Fan)
- Thermal Overload Protection
Convenient easy to install fan with wide ring.

- Wall Fan (White)
- Pedestal Fan (White)

- Hi Air Throw
- Thermal Overload Protection
- Strong Motor
- Heavy Base (Pedestal Fan)
- Wide Ring for easy installation (Pedestal Fan)
- Stainless Steel Pipe (Pedestal Fan)
- SAN Blade
- Easy tilting Mechanism

- Easy installation
- Wide ring
- Overheat protection
- Soft head tilting mechanism

- 400 mm (16"
- 75 CMM
- 55 Watts
- 1320 RPM
Great performance with premium finish

− Strong Motor
− Smooth Oscillation
− 3 Speed Regulator
− 400 mm (16)
− 70 CMM
− 60 Watts
− 1320 RPM

Wall Fan (White)

Remote
Table Fan
(White)

Pedestal Fan
(White)

Wall Fan
(White)

Table Fan
(White)

As the name expresses, Mojo casts a magical spell with the fusion of modern design and engineered plastics. Most optimum performance in regular and high speed models.

- A highly powered motor for air throw and trouble-free oscillation
- Deep contoured plastic blades
- Attractive soft monochromatic colour shades

400 mm (16"
75 CMM
55 Watts
1350 RPM
With a strong body and assured performance, Kraze Plus is the epitome of glory on your wall.

- Deep contoured plastic for lower noise and higher air throw
- 3 speed regulation
- Attractive soft monochromatic colour shades
- A highly powered motor for air throw and trouble-free oscillation

- 400 mm (16"
- 75 CMM
- 55 Watts
- 1350 RPM

Wall Fan (White)
Hi-Speed

With a strong body and assured performance, Kraze Plus is the epitome of glory on your wall.

- Hi-Speed
- Strong Motor
- ABS Blade
- Knob Mechanism for neck tilting
- Thermal Overload Protection
- Deep contoured plastic for lower noise and higher air throw
- 3 speed regulation
- Attractive soft monochromatic colour shades
- A highly powered motor for air throw and trouble-free oscillation

400 mm (16)
100 CMM
130 Watts
2100 RPM

Wall Fan (White)
A very personal fan for you that gives personal spot cooling. Ideal for dressing table areas, bathrooms, kitchens, shop counters.

Aqua Blue

- Cherry Red
- Royal Orange

- Assured high-speed performance
- Stronger motor in larger body
- Aerodynamically designed blades
- High air delivery/air thrust

230 mm (9)
38 CMM
55 Watts
2800 RPM
Wall Fan (Pristine White)

Up-close and personal, Buddy fan works fabulously in cabins and office spaces.

- Assured high-speed performance
- Stronger motor in larger body
- Aerodynamically designed blades
- High air delivery/air thrust

300 mm (12) 58 CMM 80 Watts 2100 RPM
Great performance with premium finish.

- Oscillating 16" Cabin Fan with Regulator
- Clip Lock for guards (extra safety)

- 400 mm (16)
- 65 CMM
- 45 Watts
- 1320 RPM